New Books for October

Midnight Is the Darkest Hour
Ashley Winstead
A gothic Southern thriller about a killer haunting a small Louisiana town, where two outcasts hold the key to uncovering the truth.

The Secret
Lee Child
Jack is part of an interagency task force to discover what links the deaths of eight prominent individuals nationwide.

Dirty Thirty
Janet Evanovich
Evanovich is in top form as she sends Stephanie Plum on the trail of a stolen cache of dirty diamonds.

Judgment Prey
John Sandford
Lucas Davenport and Virgil Flowers team up to crack an unsolvable case.

Obsession
Stuart Woods
Teddy Fay is tasked with finding the kidnapped wife of a Croatian billionaire funding a movie studio expansion.

Going Infinite
Michael Lewis
The story of FTX’s spectacular collapse and the enigmatic founder at its center.

The Woman In Me
Britney Spears
A brave and astonishingly moving story about freedom, fame, motherhood, survival, faith, and hope.
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**Roman Stories**  
Jhumpa Lahiri  
Rome—metropolis and monument, suspended between past and future, multi-faceted and metaphysical—is the protagonist, not the setting, of these nine stories.

**The Exchange**  
John Grisham  
A stunning new legal thriller that marks the return of Mitch McDeere, the brilliant hero of The Firm.

**The Burnout**  
Sophie Kinsella  
About two burned out professionals who meet at a ramshackle resort on the British seaside.

**Absolution**  
Alice McDermott  
A riveting account of women’s lives on the margins of the Vietnam War.

**Sisters Under the Rising Sun**  
Heather Morris  
A phenomenal novel of resilience and survival from the author of The Tattooist of Auschwitz.

**The Leftover Woman**  
Jean Kwok  
An evocative family drama and a riveting mystery about the ferocious pull of motherhood for two very different women.

**The Night House**  
Jo Nesbo  
A chilling fresh spin on the classic horror novel. When the voices call, don’t answer.

**Second Act**  
Danielle Steel  
A top Hollywood executive seeks a new beginning when his career takes an unplanned turn.

**Let Us Descend**  
Jesmyn Ward  
A haunting masterpiece about an enslaved girl in the years before the Civil War.

**Family Meal**  
Bryan Washington  
An irresistible, intimate novel about two young men, once best friends, whose lives collide again after a loss.